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1. Introduction 
Let [X, A] denote the set of homotopy classes of pointed maps X + A. Here we 
always consider spaces with base points. We assume that A is a group-like space in 
the sense of [5] or [14]. In this case [X, A] is a group. If X is a product of n spaces 
X=Xrx.**xX,,, then G=[Xix* * * XX,, A] obviously inherits homomorphisms 
f,:&&&{l,..., n} = w, induced by i,p,, where pa is the projection of X onto 
niEaXi and i, is the inclusion of nieaXi into X. We shall demonstrate that these r, 
are responsible for many interesting algebraic theorems including results of G. W. 
Whitehead [14] and C. W. Norman [12]. Suggested by their results, we discuss this 
new structure. The first application to homotopy theory is 
Theorem 1. The groups &a = [Atea Xi, A] can be considered as subgroups of d = 
[X*x* * * xX,, A]. The commutator of G induces maps &,o: d, x 6, + baup. (They 
also can be described by a Samelson-product without using 8). Furthermore we have 
the following universal property: Homomorphisms fp : C?, + H, (Y c w into an arbitrary 
group H, with Cfol(a),fn(b)l =fp~&,o (a, 6) if a E &, b E Go, a, p c w determine a 
unique homomorphism f : d + H with f]& = fW. 
([x, y] also denotes the commutator x + y -x - y.) 
It is well known that e and l-I,_, &a are equivalent sets. Theorem 1 characterizes 
the group structure of c in terms of the groups i?a and the maps &.a. In order to 
appreciate this simple universal property, we refer to complicate formulas in [3] and 
[12]. In the case of spheres Xi = Sd’“, d(i)>O, we have 6, = 7rdd(&A) and the R,.B 
are up to signs given by the Lie bracket of r,(A) or 0. This illustrates the significance 
of the invariants 6, and i,.,. Furthermore all ker(7U_~i~), i E w, are abelian groups. 
By using Theorem 1 we obtain 
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Theorem 2. Let G be a group and r (I : G + G be homomorphisms, satisfying r,rB = 
r,np, r43 = 0, r, = idG and all ker(r,_fi,) abelian (i E w = (1,. . . , n}, a, /3 c w), then G 
is isomorphic to a homotopy group G = [Sd’” x * - - x Sd(“), A], such that the given r, 
correspond to the obvious ia on c, where Sd’” are spheres of appropriate dimensions 
d(i) > 0, and A is a product of Eifenberg-MacLane spaces with some twisted group like 
structure. 
Herewith also certain nilpotent groups G are realized as homotopy-groups [X, A] 
with a connected space X and a group like space A. 
Groups G as in Theorem 2 are constructed in Section 2, examples (a)-(d). Make 
ker (r,+)) abelian. If n = 1, G as above has to be abelian. 
This paper has three parts. In the first we develop the algebraic tools, in the second 
we give the applications to homotopy theory, and in the third we give the algebraic 
proofs. 
Remarks. (a) Spaces always mean good spaces, e.g. CW-spaces with base points or 
more general wellpointed spaces with a closed base point or h-wellpointed spaces. 
Difficulties arising in context with smash products and cofibre sequences are solved in 
Cl319 PI. 
(b) J.F. Kraus [g] has generalized Theorem 1 to infinite products niXi with the 
weak topology. Instead of [-, A] he has used group valued half exact functors. 
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2. o-Projections 
Let w denote the set (1,. . . , n}. Homomorphisms r, : G + G, (Y c w with rarp = 
rnnD (a, P = w), r, = idc, r0 = 0, are called w-projections on the group G. 
Examples. (a) Let r : G + G be a homomorphism, satisfying r* = r. Define ri = 
r, r2 = r0 = constant, rj2 = id. We obtain {1,2}-projections on G. Note that the 
projections r on G and the decompositions of G as a semidirect product of a 
subgroup and a normal subgroup are in l-l correspondence. 
(b) There are canonical w-projections on the product G = niew Xi and on the free 
product G = $icw Xi of the groups Xi. 
(c) Let F : % + Gr be a functor or a cofunctor from the category % to the category 
of groups Gr. We assume that % has finite products and a zero object 0, and that F(0) 
is the trivial group. Let Xi, i E w be objects of V with base points. The maps 
pa : n Xi + fl Xi --* fl Xi, (Y c W, 
ieo iaa iao 
induce w-projections r, =F(p,) on G = F( fl,,, Xj). This generalizes (b). 
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(d) Further groups G will be constructed in Section 5. According to Theorem A in 
Section 3, there exists canonical w-projections on those groups G. Note that all 
groups with w-projections occur in this way. 
3. w-Structure 
Conventions. We choose the commutator [x, y] =x + y -x - y. Usually we shall 
write group structures additively, although in general they will not be commutative. 
An w-structure on a group G is a family (G,),,, of subgroups, satisfying GI, = (0) 
and the commutator elations [G,, Ge] c GaUp. The commutator on G induces maps 
K,,@ : G, x Gp -, Cup. 
An w-structure (G,),,, on G is called universal, iff the following condition holds: 
If (f~L:c, is a family of homomorphisms fa : G, + H, satisfying the formulas 
rfa~~f~Yl=fdJPc~~ Yl, 
where x E G, c G, y E Gp c G, (Y, p c o, then there exists a unique homomorphism 
f:G+H, such thatfoi, =f]Ga =fa. H ere i, denotes the inclusion G, c G. 
Theorem A. For any group G there is a l- 1 correspondence between universal 
w-structures (G, ), CW and w-projections (r,),=, on G. The relations between them are 
given as follows : 
(a) If the w-projections (raLCw are given, then G,, CY c o, is defined by the formula’ 
G, := rdnoL;n ri*(~)). 
(b) If the (G,L, are given, then we can find, by the universalproperty, to any a c w 
a unique homomorphism r,, such that r, oip = r,,,, where ra,p = ip : Gp c G, if p c a, 
and I,,P =o, ifPClY. 
The proof of Theorem A will be given in Section 13. 
4. w-Decomposition 
Let (G,)- be subgroups of G. Any total order<on P(w) (P(w) the set of all 
subsets of w) determines a summation: 
S”: n. G,+G, s%cJ.zC~ = C” g, = x g, 
OC” .z=Lu (ICW 
Since G is in general not commutative, the map S” is not homomorphic and depends 
on the order s. 
’ By logic convention G, = r,(G), if a = 0 or if a consists of only one element. 
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Theorem B. Let (r,L, be w-projections on G, and let G,, a cw, be the subgroup 
r,(np,arTpl(0)). Then for any total order 4 on P(w) the summation Ss:nacw G, + 
G is bijective. 
A total order s on P(w) will be called admissible, if and only if a Up aa or 
a U p zz /3. Examples of such orders are: 
(a) Any totat order, refining the inclusion (a c /3 3 a ~0). 
(b) lexicographic orders. 
This is an improvement of an earlier concept of an admissible order, and is due to 
J.F. Kraus. 
Theorem C. If (G,LeW is an w-structure on G and if S” is bijective for some 
admissible order c on P(w), then (G,),,, is a universal w-structure on G. 
It would be desirable to prove Theorem C without the admissibility assumption. The 
admissibility condition is used in order to stop a collecting process. 
5. Free product of groups with commutator relations 
Let (G,),=, be a family of groups and let K,,@ : G, x Gp + Goua be arbitrary maps. 
In the free product F of the groups G, we consider the smallest invariant subgroup 
F,,, such that the relations K,,p(a, 6) = [a, b] mod F0 are satisfied, where a E G, c F 
and b E GP c F. The canonical homomorphisms j= : G, c F --, F/F0 have the follow- 
ing universal property: 
If fn : G, + H, cy c w are homomorphisms, satisfying 
[f~x,f~Yl=fou~Ka.~(X, Y)t x E G, Y E Gp, a, P = w 
then there exists a unique homomorphism f : F/F, -+ H, such that fair = fol. 
The family ja (G,), cr c w of subgroups of F/F0 form a universal w-structure on FIFO. 
We can not replace i_(G_) by G,, since in general the iU are not injective, unless the 
K,.~ satisfy certain conditions: By universal reasons the following proposition holds: 
Proposition. If (G, 1, cW is a universal w-structure on G and if the K,,~ : G, X GB + 
G pup are induced by the commutator of G, then there is an isomorphism h : FIFO+ G, 
such that h 0 jp = i,, where i, : G, c G denotes the inclusion. Here j= is injective. 
This proposition shows that the group structure of G is determined by the groups 
G, and the restrictions K,,~ of the commutator of G. In special cases there are explicit 
formulas describing this group structure in [12]. 
In Theorem D we shall give further conditions for a system K,,~ in order to obtain 
injective ia’s. 
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6. Realization of maps K,,@ as commutator 
Lemma. Let r, : G + G be w-projections on G. Then, all subgroups ker (r,+)) of G, 
i E w, are abelian if and only if the commutator relations [G,, Go] = (0) hold for all 
a,Pcw withaflpZ0. 
Proof. If a fl p jt 0 choose i E a f1/3. Then, G,, Gp c ker (r,-(i)), which is abelian by 
assumption. Hence [G,, GP] = (0). Conversely, ker (rw-(il) is generated by all G,, 
with i E a. Applying [Ga, Go] = {0}, if i E a fl p, any two generators commute and 
hence ker (r,_(i)) is abelian. 
Theorem D. The family (G,),,, of groups together with the family K,J : G, X Gp + 
G a,,@, a, 0 c w of maps come from a group G with w-projections r, and all ker (r,-(i)) 
abelian, if and only if the following properties are fulfilled: 
(1) If a # p, then G, fl Go = (0). Go = (0). AN G, are abelian groups. If a II @ f 0, 
then K,,@ = 0. All K,.~ are bilinear maps. 
(2)‘If a E G, and b E Gp, then K,.e(a, 6) = -Ke,o(b, a) 
(3) If a E G,, b E GP, c E G,, then the Jacobi identity 
K(K(a, b), C)+K(K(b, C), a)+K(K(C, a), b)=O 
holds in Ga~p,-,v. 
Proof (of the necessity). We use methods of [14]. If the K,,~ are restrictions of the 
commutator of G, then the desired properties are consequences of standard com- 
mutator relations. Let us denote by 
C.&Yl=x+Y-X--Y, “x=a+x-a=x+[-x,a]=[a,x]+x. 
There are the relations: 
[a, bl = -Cb, al, 
[a, b + c] = [a, b]+ b[a, c], [a + 6, cl = “[b, c]+[a, cl, 
“[[-a, 61, c]+‘[[-c, a], b]+b[[-b, c], a]= 0. 
The properties of the K,.@ follows by using the remark: If a c a’, then K,,., = 0 and 
hence 
(IX =x+[-x,a]=x+K,,,,(-x,a)=x foraEG,,xEG,,. 
These formulas will be helpful for easy computations in Section 14, (which we will 
leave to the reader). There we will prove the sufficiency part of Theorem D. 
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Part II. APPLICATIONS TO HOMOTOPY THEORY 
7. Proof of Theorem 1 
We first show, that 8, can be identified with the subgroup G, = 7,(n,,, ker ia) 
of G. Let 
40=4hPa: n XiQe, n XiA /\ Xi 
iew iea iaa 
be the canonical projections. It follows from Eckmann-Hilton [6], 2.5 and 1.18 that 
qh* is injective and im (q&*) = npsa ker (&), where C.e : nicP Xi + fli_ Xi, /3 c a, 
are the inclusions. By applying px, we find on the left side im (42) and on the right 
side 7, (n,,, ker (i,)). Use qol = qhp,, ia.@ = p&, 7, = (i=p,)*, where i, : nj_, Xj -, 
njeo Xi denotes inclusions. 
By Theorem A there are the commutator elations [G,, GO 1 c GPuB. They give to 
a E & and b E &6 a unique element &.a(~, 6) E 6,~~. such that q&O&p(u, b) = 
[qz (a), q;(b)]. This defines &.s(a, 6). Now Theorem 1 is an immediate consequence 
of Theorem A. 
8. Connection with the Samelson product 
We shall give a further description of the invariants J?,,~ defined in the previous 
section. 
Lemma. Let 2a = Ajep X, ( , ) the Sumelson-product 
(,):~h,Alx[~~,Al-,[~~~~~,Al, 
and Ap,B : .%uB -* rzh A 2~ be the obvious map (a diagonal), then I?,+~ = A~,po(, ). 
Proof. Let us assume for simplicity, that A has a non degenerate base point. Then we 
consider the commutator of A as a map (a homotopy class) c : A A A + A. The 
Samelson-product (x, y) of x E [X, A] and y E [ Y, A] is by definition the element 
c O(X A y) E [X A Y, A]. If X = Y and A denotes the diagonal, then A*((x, y)) is the 
commutator [x, y] E [X, A]. 
LetX=Xix* - - XX,, qa : X + AieP Xi = X= the obvious projection. The follow- 
ing diagram is commutative: 
I 4: xs; I (4. A +J* 
[X, A] x [X, A] --=--+ [XAX,A] ‘* 
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It follows from this, that d&0(, ) is induced by the commutator of G = [X, A] and 
hence coincides with f&V6 by definition. If no assumption on A is made, other 
standard techniques must be used. We refer to [l] and [2] in the case of CW- 
complexes Xi and for more general spaces to [8]. We do not enter in the technical 
details. 
9. Conditions for kernels in the case of spheres 
Here we consider spheres X, = Sd(‘), d(k) > 0. It turns out, that & = rd~~)(A), 
where d(cu) = Cisp d(j) and d& =0, if cufl@#0 and a sign *l, if aflP=0. We 
further establish the 
Lemma The subgroups ker (i__& of d = [Sd”’ x. . . x Sd(“), A] are abelian for 
kE{l,...,n}=w. 
Proof. The Lemma follows immediately from ii,,p = 0, if (Y flp # 0 by purely 
algebraic arguments, compare Section 6. We will present here an alternative proof by 
using homotopy theory. 
Letcu=o-{k},Y=~,,,X,iP:YCX-X1X...xX,theinclusion,andj,:X-* 
X/ Y the projection. The sequence 
[Y,A]+X,A]-g[X/Y,A] 
is exact, and therefore we conclude 
ker (Ta) = ker (ia*) = im (jg). 
We also have used h = pxix, and pz injective. Since 
X/Y=YxY~/Yx{O}=Y+AX~=Y+ASd(k’ 
is a suspension it follows that [X/ Y, A] and hence im (io*) is abelian. 
10. Proof of Theorem 2 
It is clear, that the canonical homomorphisms F._ of G = [X1 x * - * XX,,, A] are 
. . 
w-projections. Furthermore the conditions for the kernels are fulfilled, as shown in 
Section 9. 
Theorem 2 states in some sense the converse. It will be proved now. 
We shall realize a group G with w-projections r,, where all ker (r,-(i)) are abelian, 
as homotopy group G = [Sd”‘x. . + x Sd(“), A] such that the r, correspond to the 
obvious Fe. 
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G, r, determine G, and K,,@ : G, 0 Go --, Gaup. We first realize these K,,~. Choose 
fori=l,..., n even natural numbers d(i) > 0, define d(a) = xi,, d(i). Later we also 
need d(a) # d(P), if a # /3, e.g. we may choose d(i) = 2’. For any space X let 
K,.~(X):H~‘~)(X, G,) 0 Hd”‘(X, Gp)+Hd(=“‘)(X, Gpup) 
be the cup product induced by Km,@, if a fl p = 0, and 0 otherwise. These K,,~(X) 
satisfy the conditions as in Theorem D. By using also Theorem B, we obtain a natural 
group structure on 
n. Hd’“)(X, G,) = [X, A] 
OC” 
realizing the K,.~(X). This gives a group-like structure on A = n,,_, K(G,, d(a)). To 
see (G, I~) s (d, F=,) it suffices (by using Section 5 and Theorem A) to show that their 
invariants G,, K~,B and 6, = md(,j(A), I?~.~ coincide. 
Let A, = K(G,, d(a)). Then we have an isomorphism 
G, = w+,(A,) 2 7rd(a,(A) = 6, 
induced by the inclusion i, : A, c nycw A, = A. Here we have used d(a) f d(P), if 
a # p. Now it is sufficient to prove the 
Lemma. If a n p = 0, u E G, = Td&A,), o E GP = wd&Ag), then 
&&,p(U @ V) = &h4 @ &-‘) in &Jp = vd(aUfi)(A). 
Proof. Let us consider the following diagram 
c : A A A + A is the commutator of A, c,.~ : A, A A0 -, AoUp is the cup product 
associated with K,,@ :G, 0 GP + GauB, if a fl p = 0 and 0 otherwise. By construction 
of the group-like structure on A, the map c induces the c,.@. This means: 
(a) co(i, A is) = id~~~c,.~. 
Elementary facts on cohomology products show 
(b) &.p (U 0 u I= ca,o o(u A u), u, u as in the Lemma. 
The description of the I& given in Section 9 shows 
(c) ~&,~(a 0 b) = co(u A b) 0 An,@ for a E 6, = [_&, A], b E 6, = [_$, A] 
in the case of spheres considered here. We note that Xa = A\isa Xi = Sdco’ and 
AZ@ = 1 if a fl p = 0 and 0 otherwise. Our Lemma is proved by the following 
computation, using (a)-(c) 
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11. Proof of Theorem B 
The proof is by induction on the order 1~1. It is clear if IwI = 0. Now we assume 
]wl>O. Let p 5 o. By induction hypothesis any element b ETA has a unique 
decomposition b = C,“= b, = C-c b,, with b, E G,, a c p, since the restrictions of the 
r,‘s give &projections on r@(G). We may define for a E G and p c w the p- 
component crp E Gp of a as follows: 
If /3 s o, then up E Gp is the &component of b = rp(u). This is already known by our 
induction hypothesis. Lastly we define 
a, = - c up+u- ,y up, P#w. (1) 
P<, P=-- 
By using that G, consists exactly of all x E G with r&x) =x, if y c S and rs(x) = 0 if 
ypf S, (8 c o ), we conclude a, E G, = n p5,w ker r,. An induction argument ogether 
with formula (1) show the uniqueness of the decomposition a = CBcw up. This proves 
Theorem B. 
12. Proof of Theorem C 
Let G,, a = w, be subgroups of G with [G,, GP) c Gaup and let < be an admissible 
order on P(w). 
(a) We generalize the collecting process of [12, § 31. (Similar techniques may be 
found in [7, Ch. 111). We operate on all words (ai, ~2, . . .)G,cl, x Gac2, x - - - of finite 
length, by applying successively the following elementary processes: 
Replace (u,u’)~G,xG~ by u+u’~G, if a=/3, or by (u’,[-u’,u],u)E 
GP x Gaus x Gp, if a >p. Since ~‘+[--a’, a]+a = ~1 +a’, the sum in G does not 
alter. Let us look at the indices: Assume cy > p. We have a U p Z= p, since the order is 
admissible. (a, /3) is replaced by (0, cy Up, a) and further by (p, a), if p = a Up. In 
any case we obtain indices strictly greater than /3 behind p. By this we conclude 
Lemma. Every n-tuple (at, . . . , a,) E G,,,, x - * - X G,c,,, can be transformed by 
successive elementary processes to an m-tuple (bl, . . . , b,) E GO(l) X. * * X Go<,,,) with 
P(l)<* ..</?(m). ThesuminGdoesnotutteri.e.u~+~~~+u,=b~+~~~+b,. 0 
(b) Let fn : G, +H be homomorphisms uch that 
~f&fPYl=f~u~[& Yl, x~G,,y~Gfi, ~y,Pco 
are satisfied. These conditions can also be written as 
t(u)+fP(~‘)=fL3(u’)+fAJsr-u’, ul+f=(a), 
where a E G,, a’ E Ge. 
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This shows that the application of the maps f, is compatible with elementary 
processes. 
Lemma. If (bl, . . . , 6,) is obtained from (al,. . . , a,,) by elementary replacements, 
where ai E G,(i) and bj E GB(j), then 
fadad + - * -+fdd~A =fdh)+- * -+f~dU. 
(c) After these preliminaries we now prove Theorem C. Since S’ is bijective, 
there is only one possibility to define a homomorphism f : G * H such that fIGa = fa. 
If w = C u,, u. E G,, we must define 
f(u) = c fob,) =fa(tJbd+’ ’ * +fa(k)hk), 
sew 
where a(l)<* - * <a(k) are all elements of P(o), k = 2’“‘, ui = up(i). 
We must show that f is a homomorphism. Let u = C ua, u = C u,. We transform 
(u,(t), . . . , udk), u4), . . . , vdk)) to (W,(th . . . , we(k)), by elementary processes, 
without altering the sum. We have 
c wu =~u~+~uo=u+u. 
Since elementary processes are compatible with the applications of the maps fp, it 
follows 
13. Proof of Theorem A 
(a) Starting with w-projections (r,),=_, we show that the 
form a universal w-structure on G. 
We prove [Gp, Gplc GPuB, using the fact that x E G, if and only if rr(x) = x for 
acy,andr,(x)=Ofora$y. 
Let x E G, and y E Gp. It follows [x, y]~ [G,, Gp]c T~u@(G), because G,, GB c 
rPuP(G). This proves rJx, y] = [x, y] for a U /3 c y. Now, we consider a U /3 C y. By 
this it follows art y or pe: y, and therefore we get ro(x) = 0 or rp(y) = 0. In any case, 
we have rJx, y] = 0 for a Up c y. This shows [x, y] E GPUP 
By the Theorems C and B we see that this o-structure is universal. Applying the 
construction, described in Theorem A, we get back the original r, by universal 
reasons. 
(b) If we start with a universal w-structure G,, we first get projections r, : G -, G, 
such that ra(x) =x or 0 if x E GB and p c a or p P: a. We define with these r, the 
groups Gh = ‘h(nsr= rii (O)), a c o. By the construction of the r, we immediately 
see that G, c Gh. It remains to show Gh c G,. This will be proved in two stages: 
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(i) The groups Gp, a c w, generate G. 
Let 6 be the subgroup generated by the Gp, and i: G c G be the inclusion. 
(G, Gp) satisfy the same universal property as (G, G=). By universal reasons it 
follows i = id : G = G. 
(ii) Using the previous remark and the collecting Lemma 12(a) we see that any 
element a E G can be written in the form a = 1’ as, where aa E Gp c Gb, p c w, and 
s is an admissible order on P(w). By Theorem B the summation S’ : n Gh --* G is 
bijective, and therefore the uB E G,, p c w, are uniquely determined by a. If a E Gh, 
then every up = 0, if /3 # a. It follows a = a, E G,. This proves Gb = G,. 
14. Proof of Theorem D (Sufficiency) 
We shall construct a group G, realizing G,, K~.~ (i.e. the G, are subgroups of G, 
forming a universal w-system of G, and the commutator of G induces the K,.~). It is 
clear that G must be isomorphic to the free product of the G,, where the K~,B are 
considered to be equivalent to commutators as in Section 5. As remarked there, it is 
not clear that the canonical maps ip : G, + G are injective. To solve this problem we 
construct G in a new way as an iterated semidirect product of the G,. The difficulties 
now arise in the construction. 
Let d be a total order on the set of all subsets of w, such that CY c /3 implies (Y c p. 
All subsets of o may be written as 
0=cr(l)<a(2)<* * *<a(2”)=w 
in this order. We construct inductively a chain of groups 
G”‘c Gt2’c. . . c G’2”’ = G 
such that G(‘“‘= Gp(2+,,+i) x - * - x G,,z~, as set. The group structure on G(“” is an 
iterated semi direct product, such that the commutator induces the given K,.~, for 
a,p>&=CY(2n- m). Furthermore the group GCm’ together with the subgroups G,, 
a>cX(2”--m)= E is universal in the obvious sense. 
We start with G”’ = G, and assume that G(“” is already known. Then G(“+i) will 
be a semidirect extension of GCm) by G,, E = a (2” - m), G(“‘+i) = G, X, GCm’, where 
A : G, + Aut (Gem’) denotes the twisting homomorphism. This A describes the con- 
jugation of u E GCm’ by x E G, in GCmtl’ as follows: 
h(x)(u)=x+u-~=“~EG’~+~)=G,~,,G(~). 
The existence of our desired A is given by 
14.1 Lemma. There is a homomorphism A : G, +Aut (G’“‘), e = cr(2” -m) such 
that for x E G, and a E G, c GCm’, a > E 
h(x)(U)=a+~(-c~,.K)=K(x,u)+u 
holds in GCm’. 
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Proof. We first show that the two formulas for A (x)(a) coincide. The elements a and 
K(X, a) commute in GCm’, since 
[a, K(x, a)]= %,,uc(& KEP(% a)) = 0. 
Here we have used K,.,u= = 0, since a c a U E. The axioms for K show K(X, a) = 
-K(U, x) = ~(--a, x). Therefore we obtain 
K(X,U)+U=U+K(X,U)=U+K(-U,X) 
Now we fix an element x E G,. For any a > E we define A,(x) : G, + G(“” by the 
formula A,(x)(a) = a + K(X, a), a E G,. Using the axioms for K,,~ and the com- 
mutator identities above, one verifies: 
(a) h,(x) is a homomorphism G, --* G(“‘). 
(b) [A,(x)(a), Ap( = A,us(x)([a, b]), where a E G, c GCm’, b E GP c Glm’. 
The universal property of GCm’ gives a unique homomorphism A(x) : G(‘“)+ G(““, 
with A (x)]G, = A,(x). This A(x) is an automorphism with A t-x) as its invers. 
It remains to show that A is a homomorphism: 
A(x+y)=A(x)oA(y) wherex,yEG,. 
Applying both sides to the generators a E G, c G(“‘), a > E, we must verify 
(c) (A (x + y))(a) = (A (x)oA (y))(a), where x, y E G,, a E G,, a > E. 
As above we omit the straightforward computations. 
14.2 Lemma. The commutator of GCmtl’ induces the K,,@ for a, P 2 E. 
PrOOf. ff a, 8 > E, then K,.~ is induced by the commutator of G’m’, which is a 
subgroup of GCmC1’ (induction hypothesis). 
We consider now the cases K _ and K _. By cOnStrUCtiOn A (x)(a) = x + Q -x9 
x E G,, a E G,, a > E holds in GCmtl’. It follows from the definition of A(x)(a) in 
Lemma 14.1 
~(x,U)=A(x)(a)-U=X+U-X-U=[X,U], 
K(-a, x) = -a+A(x)(a)=-a+x+a-x=[-a,x]. 
These formulas establish the Lemma. 
14.3 Lemma. Gem+” together with the G,, a 2 e has the following universal property. 
If fp : G, + Hare homomorphisms in a group H, satisfying 
(+) [f~(a),fP(b)l=foua([a, bl) =fQ.3k?(a9 b), 
where a E G,,, b E Gp and a, p 2 E, then there exists a unique homomorphism 
f:G (m+‘)_* H, such that flGp = fol, a 2 e. 
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Proof. By our induction hypothesis there is a unique homomorphism h : G’“‘+ H, 
with h[G, =fa for (Y > E. The identity 
(++) h(A(x)(a))=f,(x)+h(a)-f,(x), 
where x E G, and a E G(“” holds in H. If a E G,, this formula follows from (+ 1 and 
from the definition of A(x)(a) in Lemma 14.1. These “a” generate G’m’ and 
therefore (++) is true. Any semi direct product has a universal property, which we 
shall apply for GCm+” = G, X, GCm’. We obtain for the two maps fE and h satisfying 
(++) a unique homomorphism f : GCm+i’+ H with flG, =fC and fjG’“’ = h. This 
proves the Lemma and also the Theorem. 
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